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The SugarLife mod adds 3 traits to the game: sugar baby, sugar daddy and sugar mommy.n The Sugar Baby trait
allows your Sim to create "Sugar". Basically, this means that a Sim can create any item that can be made from

sugar, including candies, cakes, syrups, muffins, cookies, balloons, kites, etc. The trait creates sugar sugar and can
be used by him. At the same time, the Sim can use this sugar to do whatever they want. Essentially, this means

almost any food that can be made from this sugar. If sugar is not used, it disappears completely. When you craft
sugar, the Sweet Baby trait affects modes like this: Sweet Baby (1) - This is basically Winter Mode (3), and there is
also a mode where your Sim enjoys sweets at 45 degrees Celsius. By the way, despite the fact that Winter is not too

cold, it does not follow that you can only create cold things. Winter mode takes 20% of real time, so you need to
use "Sweetness" near items to get more sweets. Sweet Mom Mode (2) - Winter mode for warmth, - Typically used
for baking, - Sweet Wind mode allows the sugar baby to fall and swing in a warm atmosphere. You can also collect

sweets to create "Temptation" and feed them to the sugar baby. This mode is especially useful if your Sim is not
always in Season mode. The essence of this mode is that if your Sim eats sweets in this mode, the sugar inside it

will not disappear. And you will be left in complete bliss for a while. If that's what you want, you'll need to
"absorb" Sweet Mommy in order for her to work through your Sim. The modes in which your Sim can eat sugar are
collected in the "Settings" tab. You can find the rest of the discussion of sugar, sugar, and sweets on the forum For
more information about the sugar sim, see the next page, which describes the modes, as well as the effect of "Ted"

and "Sorry for Sugar". Player and computer game at Sykes Palley
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